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ABSTRACT 

 

Document image processing and analysis has become very prominent research area in present 

and past. Nowadays, the technology related to Document image processing and recognition is 

used in a broad range of applications, where some information has to be extracted from 

structured documents existing in different media. Typical applications includes handwritten 

character recognition, processing of textual web images, information extraction from digital 

libraries, Industries and military applications. Wide variety of information, which has been 

conventionally stored on paper, is now being converted into electronic form for better storage 

and intelligent processing. Document image analysis differs from the conventional image 

processing in its format and the information content. Document images are usually rich in 

formally presented information. The subjectiveness associated with the natural image analysis 

is not therefore present in the document images. Information in these images is more 

structured, and presented in a natural language with the help of a grammar and a script. This 

article gives an overview of various methods used for document image processing and analysis 

in order to achieve a processed document having high quality, accuracy and fast retrieval. The 

Information processing in document images are classified in to four categories such as (i) 
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Image acquisition (ii) Pre-processing, (iii) Segmentation (iv) Feature extraction and 

Classification.  

 

 

Key words: Image Processing and Analysis, Pre-processing, Segmentation, Feature extraction   

                    and Classification.  

 

   

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Document image processing and analysis has become a matured branch of research in the last 

twenty years. Document image analysis system focuses on modern techniques or 

methodologies are needed to represent a paper document in to electronic form. Document 

image analysis introduces many new challenges in the context of finding texts, lines, graphics, 

logos, tables in a document [1,2]. The document image processing and analysis process various 

types of images such as news paper document, letters, text books, journals, forms, maps, text 

extraction from Image etc. Various methods have been proposed present and past. Several good 

methods and solutions are available in document image processing and analysis. Even though 

various methods are available this article gives an outline about steps and process involved 

processing, analysis and classification of document images.  Here, the section II has an over 

view of Image acquisition technique, Section III has an overview of Pre-processing includes 

Image Binarisation methods. In section IV is about segmentation.  In section V about Feature 

extraction and Classification methods.  

The content extraction of document Images Processing in an automated fashion is essential task 

in all types of organizations for their needs. The document under processing is has to follow 

steps as depicted in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Step 1. Document Image to be processed (Example hard copy document), step 2. Image acquisition   \   

               (Digitized Image), Step 3. Pre-processing (Filtering / Binarisation), Step 4.   Segmentation (Foreground,  

               Background boundary finding),  Step 5. Feature Extraction (Distinctive Characteristics Identification),  

               Step 6. Classification (Grouping based on classes),Step 7. Classified Image. (Classified group for further  

               processing)    

II. IMAGE ACQUISITION  

 

The objective of Document Image analysis is to recognize the text & graphics components in 

image of documents and to extract anticipated information from them.  The first stage of any 

1. Input  Image  

2. Image Acquisition   

3. Preprocessing  

5. Feature Extraction  

4. Segmentation  

7. Classified Image  

6. Classification  
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vision system is the image acquisition stage. The basic two-dimensional image is a 

monochrome (grayscale) image which has been digitized [8,9].  

 

III. PRE-PROCESSING   

  a) Binarisation 

    

  Image binarization is the process of turning a grayscale image to a black and white image. In a 

grey-scale image, a pixel can take on 256 different intensity values while in binary image each 

pixel is assigned to be either black or white[3]. This conversion from grey-scale to black and 

white is performed by applying a threshold value to the image. It is the primary step of 

document image analysis and processing research. Binarization is performed through global or 

local threshold values. In global approach single threshold value is applied for entire image 

while local thresholding apply different threshold values to different regions of images. A 

critical component in the binarization process is choosing a correct value for the threshold. If 

the threshold is set too low, then the resulting binary image will primarily be comprised of 

white pixels. Conversely, if the threshold is set too high, the resulting image will feature a large 

number of undesired black pixels. Thus, the threshold must be selected carefully to ensure the 

data information is preserved. 

   

  b)  Filtering  

   

Noise is an invariable issue anywhere in image analysis. Noise gets introduced in many 

processes which involve transmission or change of media[4,5]. For example conversion of 

information in paper media to a digital media may introduce noise. Noise reduction methods 

generally tend to reduce the effect of noise for better performance of algorithms. Most popular 

methods for noise removal include Mean Filters and Median Filters. These filters replace the 

pixel with the mean/median in a neighborhood. Image processing filters are designed either in 

spatial domain or in frequency domain based on the problem and computational complexity. 

 

 

IV. SEGMENTATION 
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Segmentation is the process of finding the boundary between foreground and background of an 

image[6]. Image segmentation process may also partition the scene into more than two 

mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive regions.  Segmentation can be achieved in 

spatial domain or grey scale domain. Spatial segmentation is drawing a geometrical boundary 

between the objects present in the scene based on operations like edge detection, boundary 

identification etc. The second approach grey scale thresholding divides the pixels into 

foreground and background based on a threshold grey value. The pixels on one side of the 

threshold value are the foreground pixels and the other side are identified as the background 

pixels. This process is called thresholding. Thresholding algorithms may be broadly classified 

into global, local or adaptive techniques depending on the way they work [7]. Algorithms 

compute thresholds which optimize some objective functions[10]. A noisy document usually 

undergoes filtering and binarisation to separate the characters from the background.  

V. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATION 

 

Feature extraction involves the extracting the meaningful information from the document 

image. The features are classified in to Global features and Local features. Features that are 

extracted from whole image are known as the global features and the features that are extracted 

from blocks identified during segmentation or from subdivision of the document are known s 

local features. They can be divided into several categories: textural, geometric, component, 

structural and content based [11].The extractions of global and local features provide input to 

classification algorithm/techniques. One of the most important advantages of feature extraction 

is that; it significantly reduces the information (compared to original image) to represent an 

image for understanding the context of that image. Simple feature extraction methods, like 

calculating the difference between the minimum and maximum coordinates of the document 

image and the shape of the document obtained by comparison of breadth and length of the 

document image are of prime importance to acquire information regarding the document under 

process. 

Image classification is a complex process and may be affected by many factors[12]. The 

classification of document being processed is required for their efficient recognization as it 
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reduces search time during different stages of processing. The classification stage identifies 

each input document image by considering the detected features like spatial arrangements with 

respect to one another, layout of document, size of the document, color of the paper, texture.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

 Content Extraction of documents in an automated fashion is a challenging task and hence an 

open issue for the research community. In this article we provide brief summary of basic 

research outline that comprise of document image processing system which modifies the 

quality of image to improve. In the field of information technology has proved that there is a 

need to process large amount of electronic information efficiently and accurately. So document 

image processing is very challenging field of research with the continuous growth of interest 

and increasing security requirements for the development of the modern society.  
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